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PREFACE . . . . . 

This paper is one· of several r.eports on ·u:sA SIPRE~:~ Project 
022. 02. 006, Snow Road and Runway Construction. The work was 
performed in Greenland during the summer .of 1959 by A. F. Wuori, 
Project Leader, and, E. R.- Jackovich,' M~clianical' Engineer, :·under 
CE Greenland Project 3'5, ·Snow Runway Constr:uction. _ The project 
was under the supervision of W. K. Boyd, then Chief, Applied Research 
Branch. Pfc. Gunars Abele, Civil Engineering Assistant, u~ S. Army. 
Engineer Research and Development Detachment, aided both in field 
work and in analysis of dafa. 

-This report has been reviewed and approved for publication by the. 
Commander, U. S. Army Materiel Command. 

Department of the Army Proj 8 -66-02-400 

Manuscript received 15 March 1961 

p-1-l~~ 
' W. i... NUfjGESSER 

· Colonel, CE · 
Commanding · 
USA CRREL 

~:~Redesignated U. S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering 
Laboratory, 1 February 1961. 
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. SUMMARY 

A study of methods of stabilizing snow for roads and runways 
was conducted on the Greenland Ice Cap during the summer of 1959. 
Dry-processing methods included use of two types of rotary snow 
plows followed by leveling and compaction with a D-8 low ground 
pressure tractor. A thin surface layer of a previously dry-processed 
lane was also heat-processed to produce a stronger wear.ing surface. 

Tests showed that dry processing produced a pavement structure 
which was capable of supporting certain types of wheeled cargo air.:. 
craft after 3 weeks of age hardening. For support of aircraft with 
tire pressures exceeding 100 psi, heat processing of a thin surface 
layer may be necessary. 

V· 



SNOW STABILIZATION FOR ROADS AND RUNWAYS 

by 

Albert F. Wuori 

INTRODUCTION 

The use of snow as a construction material has been investigated by USA SIPRE':C 
for several years. These investigations are of great military significance in areas, 
such as the Greenland Ice Cap, where snow is the only available material. Roads,. 
aircraft runways, foundation pads, and other structures are required for support of 
military units in these areas. Methods of processing snow to make it~ suitable con
struction material must therefore be developed. 

Tests h,ave shown that milling snow with a high-speed miller or rotary plow and 
then redepositing it destroys the original loose snow structure and greatly increases 
the density. After processing, the snow mass is a cohesionless, unstable mixture of 
various sizes of snow particles which begin to bond together immediately. The process 
of bonding or age hardening continues for a period varying from 1 to 3 weeks, at which · 
time the strength of the snow has been increased many times. If the snow is compacted 
immediately after milling, the resulting density and subsequent strength are greatly 
increased. · 

USA SIPRE has been experimenting with this type of "dry" processing method, 
using a Peter snow miller followed by leveling and additional compaction with rollers, 
vibratory compactors, or low ground pres sure tractors. Testing has shown that the 
resulting dense snow layer has sufficient strength to support certain types of wheeled 
aircraft when allowed to age harden for about 2 weeks. 

The USA Engineer Research and Development Laboratories have for many years 
experimented with machines for heat-processing snow. Their experiments have led to 
the development of the T-5 Snow Packer, which disaggregates and heats the snow, 
producing a snow-ice layer. 

The subject of this report is a series of experiments conducted on the Greenland 
Ice Cap during the summer of 1959 to determine the feasibility of constructing roads 
and runways (1) by dry-processing techniques only and (2) by combining dry- and heat
processing techniques. 

A high capacity Rolba-type rotary plow, the Snow blast, was used as the milling 
processor for most of the tests. The Snowblast was equipped with a rear discharge 
chute to guide the snow from the rotary unit in front of the machine to the rear and to 
distribute and discharge the snow behind the machine. For the dry-processing studies 
the snow was leveled and additionally compacted with a D-8, low ground pressure 
(LGP) tractor. For the combined heat- and dry-processing methods a thin surface 
layer of dry-processed snow was heat-processed with the Snow Packer to form a snow
ice pavement. Details of the Snowblast, Peter snow miller, and T-5 Snow Packer are 
given in the Appendix. 

Laboratory and field tests were performed to determine the effectiveness of the 
various processing methods. 

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY 

Preliminary testing of the Snowblast plow 

The Snowhlast plow consists of four major components: rotary plow unit, carrier 
tractor, plow engine mounted to the rear, and rear discharge chute (Fig. 1). The 
helical cutter :blades of the rotary unit (Fig. 2) cut and disaggregate the snow and move 

* Redesignated U. S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering 
Laboratory, 1 February 1961. 
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Figure l. Snowblast rotary plow 
with rear discharge chute. 

Figure 2. Front view of the 
Snow blast plow. 

Figure 3. Processed snow being dis
charged at the rear of the Snowblast 

plow. Note the uneven discharge. 

/ 
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Figure 4. Cross sectional diagrams of the Snowblast test lanes. 
Note: Total compaction coverages include 

· compaction while blading and back-blading. 

TRAGKS 

it to the ~mpeller which throws out the snow at high speed~ The snow is guided by the 
rear discharge chute to the rear of the machine where it is redeposited on the surface. 

Preliminary tests of the machine were performed at the beginning of the test 
season and necessary adjustments and ,modifications were made (Jackovich and Wuori,, 
1961) .. During this preliminary testing, three military equipment operators were 
trained by the manufacturer's representative" to operate the plow. . 

Construction of test lanes 

Ten test lanes were constructed near Site 2, Gr~enland, seven by dry-processing 
methods and th_ree by combined heat- and dry-processing methods. 

Dry processing. Test lane 1 was constructed with the Sn,owblast plow to determine 
the effect of the rotary cutter speed bn the properties of the re.sulting snow. One pass 
was made with the plow, cutting a trench 8 t ft wide and 5 ft deep. The snow was 
thrown back into the trench behind the plow (Fig. 3). Low cutter and impeller speeds 
were used for part of the lane and high cutter and impeller speeds for the rest, but the 
forward speed was kept constant at 7 ft/ min. The average .undisturbed snow density 
was 0. 4 g/ crl'f and the output of the plow was 220 tons of snow an hour. 

. . 

Each time the impeller stopped it became frozen to its housing .and had to be pried 
loose. Also at low speed the impeller did not impart enough speed to the snow to keep 
it in the chute behind the plow. It was decided, therefore, to use only the high cutter 
and impeller speeds. 

Test Ian~ 2 was constructed to determine the effect on the snow of forward speed 
of the plow. A full 5-ft cut was made, keeping the cutter and impeller at high speed 
and varying the forward speed. The first section was processed with the tractor in 
second gear, the forward speed averaging 5 ft/min. The second section' was processed 
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with the tractor in third gear giving an average forward speed of only 4ft/min. It 
was found that, despite the slow. forward motion, the tractor had to be halted by 
braking momentarily to allow the ~utter to clear itself of snow. Output of· the plow 
averaged 150 tons/hr. · · . 

5· 

Test lane 3 was constructed to determine the effect of blading and compaction of· 
Snowblast snow by a D-8, LGP tractor. _Two Jull passes were made with the Snow
blast plow giving an 'output of 220 tons /hr at a forward speed of 7 ft/ min. The proc
essed snow was then leveled by blading and backblading with the tractor· .. Two addi
tional passes were made with the tractor over the previous tracks, resulting in four 
compaction coverages, except in the area between the tracks (Fig. 4). 

During the construction of these lanes it was noticed that, although the rear dis
charge chute was guiding the snow to the rear of the plow, the lateral distribution of 
the snow was uneven and the baffles wou~d have to be re-spaced to i·l:nprove spreading 
and distribution. It was also observed that many fine-grained snow particles were 
lost as they feU and drifted away from the chute. This was ·probably due to the exces
sive height of the chute. The plow engine was continually "lugging down", and the 
tractor had to be braked or halted momentarily to prevent stalling. Power output of 
the plow engine was increased by adjusting the fuel rack setting. 

Test lane 4 was constructed by making three passe·s at a 5 ft depth with the 
Snow blast plow, followed by blading and backblading with the D-:- 8 tractor. Additional 
passes were made with the D-8 so that the center of the lane received two compaction 
coverages (Fig. 4). <__ 

While processing lane 4, the forward speed of the plow tractor could be increased 
to 15 ft/ min without stalling the plow engine because of the power increase with the 
changed fuel rack setting. The output of th:e plow averaged about 500 tons/hr. It was 
difficult to keep the plow level while making a cut and the lateral leveling control device 
was not effective after the plow began to tilt. ·. 

Test laneS was constructed in the sarne manner as lane 4, but three compaction 
coverages were made instead of two (Fig. 4). During the processing, the snow guides 
or baffles in the rear dipcha::ge chute began to tear and had to be repaired. · 

During the construction of lane 6, the Snow blast pl9w broke down and further 
testing with it was suspended until replacement parts could be obtained. 

For lane 7 a Peter snow miller was used. Three passes were made with the snow 
miller cutting a 5 ft depth and maintaining a constant forward speed of 20 ft/ min. This 
resulted in a processing output of 675 tons/hr. The length of the lane was 300 ft, and 
six 50 H sections were staked out. After leveling the lane, the D-8 tractor was used 
for compa.ction. Sections 1 through 6 received 0., 2, 4; 6, 8, and 12. compaction 
coverages_, respectively (Fig. 5). 

Combined dry and heat processing. The construction of three test lanes using 
combined dry- and heat-processing methods was then begun. The general procedure 
was to construct the base course with the Peter snow miller and then to heat-process 
the surface_ with the T~ 5 Snow Packer, which created a snow-ice pavement on the dry
processed base course. The variables to be studied included thickness of heat-proc
essed layer, age of dry-processed base course before heat processing, forward speed 
of heat processor, and amount of compaction. , · 

Test lane A was first processed with the Peter m:lller to a 5 ft depth. After three 
passes, the D-8 was used to level the surface and the lane was allowed to age harden 
for 5 days before heat processing. It was planned to heat-process the first section of 
the lane to a depth of 10 in., the second to 14 in.,· and the third to 18 in. -But, the 
pump which supplied oil· to the l;>urner!3 on the T-5 Snow Packer was not .functioning 
properly. After repairs were made, heat processing of lane A began. However, 
processing was suspended after about 100 ft, because the burner13 were not functioning 
properly. The next day, after the burners were repaired, heat processing was re
sumed. It was then discovered that the processing drum was not turning because the 
drive chain and spline shaft had failed. Further testing was discont;inued until the Snow 
Packer could be repaired. · 1 

· 
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Test lane B was constructed before the drive chain failed. Thi·s lane was made 
with one pass of the T-5 Snow Packerwithout .heat.. This lane was used to compare 
dry-processed T-5 snow with Snowblast and Peter snow. 

Test lane C was first processed to a 5 ft depth of snow, two passes wide, with the 
Peter miller. The lane was then bla,ded and backbladed with a D- 8 tractor. It was 
planned to process the surface with the Snow Packer as soori as possible after dry proc
essing. However, because of the drive chain failure this could not be done .. Spare 
parts were not available to repair the drive chain to the rear processing drum, so it 
was removed completely. It was decided to use the Snow Packer with the rear drum 
removed, since the two remaining processing drum·s could still be operated. Test 
lane Chad age-hardened for 4 days by this time. Section 1 of lane C was heat-processed 
to a depth of 8 in. and section 2 to a depth of 12 _in. A 13-wheel pneurnatic tire roller 
was used to compact the surface immediately after processing. One coverage was made 
on section 1, and two coverages .on section 2 (Fig. 5). · · 

The T-5 Snow· Packer operated satisfactorily on lane c· without any more mechanical 
failures. However, it was not possible to lower the processing drum beyond a 12 in. 
depttlin the 4---day-old Peter snow. It was difficult to keep th~ drum down in the hard
ened snow at any depth. 

Blading and backblading with the D-8 tractor produced a fairly level surface for 
testing purposes. However, for aircraft runways, this surface would have to be subse

-quently leveled. 

Testing 

Testing of each section was hegun soon after its construction had continued for at 
least 21 days,. when the processed snow had _gained most of its strength. · 

The Rammsonde cone penetrometer was used to measure the hardness of the snow. 
Approximately 12 ram hardness tests were made on each test lane at 3 day intervals to 
obtain an average hardnes ~ profile of the processed snow. 

A motorized, mechanical loading press was used to· make unconfine-d compression 
tests· on cylindrical samples of processed snow obtained with a 3-in. coring auger. 
Over 12 vertical cores were taken from ea,ch section on the 21st day ofage hardening. 
The cores were cut into standard lengths of 7. 5 in. , weighed, and the snow density 
calculated. Before testing, the samples were stored in the laboratory for a least 
2 hours to stabilize to the laboratory temperature of -12C. Each sample was then 
tested for unconfined compressive strength, keeping the rate of deformation constant at 
0. 2 in. /min. 

California Bearing Ratio (CBR) tests, standa~d for soils, were performed <;>n the 
test sections 21 days·after processing. The inplace GBR tests were made at the surface 
and at 10 ·in. and 20 il).. depths. Three CBR test pits w~re made on each test section; 
near each test pit undisturbed cores were secured and ram hardness measurements were 
taken. The snow temperatures varied from. -6. 5C to -11. OC. 

. A number-of plate bearing tests were made on some of the lanes to d-etermine the 
settlement rate of a static load on the hardened snow. The tes'ts were made with 10-in. 
and 18-:in. diam rigid steel bearing plates. A c~nstant load of 20, 000 lb was applied 
to each plate, and the settlement was recorded.· 

TEST RESU~TS 

Dry-processed lanes 

Figure 6 shows the undisturbed snow density· and temperature profiles of the area 
to the depth (140 em) to which the Snowblast processed the snow. The thickness of the 
processed and compacted snow is reduced to about 80 cm.and increased in density to 
from 0. 50 to 0. 60 g/crrf. This processed snow layer rests on undisturbed .snow which 

. has a density of about 0. 45 g/ cm3 . 
· I · I 

Particle size distributions of Snow blast, Peter, and T:.. 5 Snow Packer dry-processed 
rsnows were compared (Fig. 7). Although Snowbla.st snow appears to be slightly coarser 
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The uncot:1fined compressive strength of the surface course is increased from 
about 76 psi to. 115 psi by blading with the dozer blade and to 167 psi by four coverages 
of the tractor tracks (Fig. 9). These are values achieved after the snow has age
hardened for 3 weeks. 

The results for ram p.ardness, which is ess_entially a strength test, a·re even more 
significant (Fig. 10). The surface course ram hardness is increased from 163 to 412 
by blaaing ~nd to 8 76 by four coverages with the tractor. 

Figure 11 illustrates the results of the age hardening process. The hardness oi 
compacted Snowblast snow (shaded symbols)_- is greatest near the surface and decreases· 

·with depth. The uncompacted Snowblast snow (unshaded symbols) increases in hardness 
with depth. The lower- strength sriows stabilize sooner, or complete their hardening 
process earlier, than the·higher-strength snows~ A well processed and compacted snow 
will_ continue to age-harden for over 3 ·weeks and may possibly require 5 or 6 weeks 
for the bonding proces_s to approach completion. 

The plate bearing test results are shown in Figures 12 and 13. The initial settle
ment is probably due to a combination of collapse and compression of the snow, while 
the linear settlement indicates creep or plastic flow. This settlement characteristic 
would be an important consideration in cases of a static load such as a structure or a 
parked aircraft. As an example, consider an aircraft having a 250 in.Z · tire contact 
area and an inflation or contact pressure of about 78 psi parked on a pad of uncompacted 
Snowblast snow which had hardened for 4 weeks. The initial settlement would be about 
0. 2 in., followed by a linear settlement rate of 0. 02 in. /min. Therefore, in 1 hr the 
total settlement y;ould be: 0.2 + 0 .. 02 (60) := 1. 4 in. (Fig. 12). If this settlement con
tinues, the wheels woul.d have sunk to a depth of about 1 ft in 10 hr assuming no change 
in the contact area or the creep rate. It can be noted that the creep rate of lane 3 is 

_____ much greater than that of lane 4 (Fig. 13). The test for lane 3 was made.on the center 
of the lane-which was not compacted with the D-8 tractor tracks, while the tests on 
lane 4 represent settlement rates of compacted Snow blast snow. 

The results of the in-place California Bearing Ratio (CBR) test for lanes 1 through 
6 are shown in Figures 14, 15, and 16. The conventional CBR value in percent is 
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Figure 16. CBR in-place tests, showing the effect of the rate of penetration. 

Lane 3 (center). 
Each point is the average of several tests. 

Penetration Age Intercept Slope 
Curve rate (in. I min.) hardening (days) (psi) (psi/ in.) 

1 0. 10 21 100 525 
2 0.10 33 150 475 
3 0.05 33 137 438 

determined by dividing the unit load at 0. 1 in. penetration by 10. In· 3-week-old uncom
pacted Snowblast snow the CBR va.lue varies from 12 at the surface t_o 24 at a 20 in. depth 
(Fig. 14). This would be consic:lered a good to excellent subgrade in soils. The CBR 
value of 3-week-old compacted Snowblast sn~w (Fig. 15) varies from 30 at the surface 
to 22 at a 20 in. depth, again a good subbase. Figure 16 shows the results of sever.al 
tests made to deter.mine the effect of the rate of penetration on- the CBR test. Increasing 
the rate of penetration from 0. 0 5 in. /min to 0. 1 in. I min.. did not change the CBR signifi
cantly. The shape of the CBR curves indicates that the initial increase in load is quite 
rapid up to a fairly well d,efined yield or collap.se point; followed by a smaller increase 
in load which is probably due. to compaction. This would indicate that the CBR or bear in~· 
value should be computed· from the unit load at the y,ield point, rather than selecting it 
arbitrarily at the 0. l-in·. _penetration point.. . . 

The
1
CBR test curves may be further analyzedin equation form. If the unit load 

ordinate is called the y-axis, and the penetration abscissa called the x-axis (Fig. 14) 
then: - -

where 

y a 0 + a 1 x 

y resistance developed by the snow upon penetration 

a 0 = intercept 

a 1 = slope, or increment of increased load 

x = penetration. 
' ~ 

The initial portion of the curve indicates both initial yield and creep, while the curve 
after the yield point indicates creep only. Therefore, to obtain a 0 , the creep rate or 
slope a 1 must be extended back down to the y-axis (Fig. 14). The unit load at this inter
section is then a 0 • Thus it may be more reliable to use a 0 , the intercept, as an index 
of strength. 
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The density profiles of the six sections of lane 7 (Fig. 17) show the increase in· 
density resulting from an increase in the number of coverages with the D-8 tractor. 
Figure 18 shows the same d~nsity data plotted as a cross sectional profile o~ the proc
essed layer. This may be better understood by visualizing a vertical plane cut through 
the middle of the test lane throughout its entire length. The dashed lines separating 
the density ranges can then be called vertical density contours. With no compaction, 
practically the .entire layer of processed snow has a density below 0. 52 g/cm3. Two 
compaction coverages are required to obtain a density of 0._56 to 0. 58 g/cm3 at the 
suTface and eight coverages to reach a density of ov·er 0 ~ 60 g/ crn3 at the surface. 
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The 3-week strength profiles of la_ne 7 are shown in .Figure 19 .. A significant fact 
observed here is that the strength of .the surface is increased greatly by two compaction 
coverages with the D-8 tr.actor, while th,e strength af 60 em ·and below is increased very 
little. After four co.mpaction coverages the strength is increased to a considerabl~ 
depth. When six compaction coverages are trlade·, the surface strength is i-ncr·eased 
very little; however, the strength of the 30 to. 80. em layer .is increased appreciably. This 
would_._i:il.dicate tqat t~o to four compaction coverage.s are required to strengthen the 
surface to an optimum value, while additional coverages will result in compaction of 
uriderlying·snow. Compactio11, h~\:vev~r, m'ust be performed immeqiately after pr:oc.• 
'~ss~pg, since the processed snow begins to harden or bond rapidly. The same re·sults 
·ar·e--prese11ted in, Figure 20, which is a cross-s.ectional profile of lane 7. The dash~d 
lines separating the variouf? strength ranges are vertical strength contours. It can be 
noted that two compaction coverages are necessary to attain an unconfined compressive. 
strength of 180 to 200 psi on the surface, and additional coverages·will merely extend 
this strength value to a .greater depth. After eight compaction coverages the strength 
of the surface exceeded 200 psi. 

Figu;J;""e 21 indicates that the hardness profile .is improved most,by the first two 
compaction coverages. The cross.:.sectional ram hardness profile (-Fig. 2:Z:) shows 
hardness in relation to depth of all the sections. After two compaction coverages a 
ram hardness excee~ing 800 is reached at the 20 em 'depth, and additional coverages 
extend this hardness'to a greater depth.. . 

figur.e 23 compares age hardening curves for a section compacted twice an:d_a 
section compacted eight times. The harder snow ( 600R and above) is still hardening 
after 21 days, whereas the hardening process in the softer snow is for all.practicalpur
poses compl~ted by this time. Figure 24 illustrates the age hardening process 1, 2, 
a-ri~ 3 ·weeks after proces.sing. The age hardening at a 15 em depth is illustrated in 
Figure 25 for the. va.rious test sections. These data show that dry-processed· and .com
pacted snow gains about 50% of its ultimate .hardness during the first week of hardening, 
an additional 25% during the second week, and 15% during the third week. 

A comparison of the hardness of Snowblast and Peter snow (Fig~ 26)· shows quite 
similar pro.files, hut the Snowblast snow shows a slightly greater hardness than the . 
Peter snow under similar conditions. <This is probably because. the Snowbla'st snow has 
slightly better grading: The small difference in the snows .is not very s.ignificant, 
however. 

Heat-processed lanes 

Lanes. A and C were first dry-processed with the Pe.ter, miller, and later heat
processed with the T-5. Lane B was dry-processed only with t4e T-5. The ·density pro
files are shown in Figure 2 7. 
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Figure 28. Heat-processed layer 
resting on a dry-processed laye r, 
showing the extent of free watr" 

penetration. 
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Figure 29. Strength profiles of the com
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The T-5 dry-processed snow had an avera g e density of 0. 53 g/crd which is 
similar to dry-processed Peter or Snowblast snow (Fig. 27). The density profiles of 
lanes A and C indicate the effect of heat processing 4-day-old Peter snow to a depth 
of about 7 in. Most of the free wate r created draine d out of this heat-processed layer 
and accumulated on the hardened dry-processed snow, forming an ice layer. Some of 
.the water drained into the dry-proc e ssed layer and formed small roots or fingers of 
ice in the Peter snow. These ice roots (Fi g . 28) ar e the reason for the apparent high 
density of the ~eter snow layer. 

The unconfined compressive strength of th e heat-processed layer exceeded 220 psi, 
while the strength of the dry-processed snow immediately below exceeded 180 psi 
(Fig. 29). The ice layer was not thick enough to make an unconfined compression test. 

The hardness of the heat-processed layer after only 1 to 3 days of hardening is 
comparable to dry-process e d and compacted snow after 2 weeks of hardening (Fig. 30). 
Ram hardness tests were impossible to perform aft e r 3 days because the instrument 
could not penetrate the snow-ice layer. 

DISCUSSION 

The dry-processing methods were quite effective in stabilizing a mat of snow for 
supporting heavy loads. The best procedure was to process the snow to a 5 ft depth with 
a rotary snow plow and then level and compact it immediately. The greatest increase 
in resulting strength was produced by two compaction coverages with the D-8; LGP 
tractor. The strength increase resulting from each subs eq uent coverage was less 
significant. 

Figure 31 illustrates the unconfined compressive strength profiles of the various 
dry-processed sections after 3 weeks of hardening. The solid lines represent 
the stress distribution with depth beneath three types of a i rcraft wheels. These stresses 
at various depths were computed by us ing the 11 i nfluence coefficients for points under 
uniformly loaded circular area 11 (Spangler, 1951), which result from the modified 
Boussinesq analysis. The unit load was assumed to be uniformly distributed beneath the 
tire and equal· to the gross load per wheel divided by the contact area (PCA manual, 1955 
and 1960). The tire imprint was assumed to be circular. 
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Figure 31. Comparison of the strength profiles of the dry-processed 
lanes and the stres.s 'profiles of yarious types of aircraft wheel~. 

Model Wheel load Avg contact 
(lb) pressure (psi) 

Gl30B 28,500 58 
Cl33 35,500 89 
F-86E 7,873 147 

Assuming that snow can support a wheel load if its unconfined comp;ressive strength 
is equal to or greater than the stress from the wheel load at any depth, then the curves 
show that most of the dry-processed and compacted sections would support the cargo 
type aircraft (Cl30B and C133) and only the top 5 to 10 em lacks the strength to support 
the high pressure tire (F-86E). The use of unconfined compressive strength would 
seem to allow a small margin of safety as the confined strength should exceed the uncon
fined. However, the stress distribution beneath a· tire is not uniform and the maximum 
contact pressure may greatly exceed the average pressure;· Also, the dynamic effect of 
a moving wheel load has not been considered. -
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The .:o.mparison .s'hown ·is ·presented here orily to give ·an ·i'dea of the strength or 
bearing cap?-city of the snow pavements. To accurately przedict .the hea-ring capacity, 
traffic testing with actual aircraft wheels should 'be perfo:rmed along with the .simple 
testing. The correlation .of .such 'data would then lead to ·more realistic desi.gn 
criteria. · 

Heat processing of'.the surfa·c.e 'layer of a previou•sly dry~.proc.essed snow produced 
a .deiinite increase in strength. :However, because .of .the .amount :of free water draining 
out of the heat-.processed layer., it is :c·onclude·d that less .heat ·should be applied. The 
excess water which ·.dra·ins into the ba-se course ·does not· coritribu:te to the strength of 
the pavement structure significantly, -and ther.efore represents :a waste of fuel. The 
amount o1 heat applied to the snow by the T-5 Snow ''Packer ·can ~be·controlle·d only by 
varying the forward speed. Thi-s method ·is inadequate when pro·cessing hard snow. 
Because of the mechanical difficulties encountered with :the ·T-5 ~Snow .Packer, jt is 
apparent that modifications are required to make it operate :satisfactory. However, 
heat processing the surface of a -snow •pavement shows definite promise as a means of 
strengthening the top 15 em additionally, when required., Lor .supporting aircraft with 
relatively high tire pressures {over 100 psi). 
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APPENDIX A 

Construction equipment 

Plow, snow,. rotary, Snowblast, weight - 56, 000 lb 

Specifications 

Rotary snow removal unit 

Width of cut 
Diameter. of cutter 

. Height of cut 
Diameter of impeller 

·Max. cutter rpm, high gear 
Max. cutter rpm, low gear 
Max. impeller rpm, 
high gear 
Max. impeller rpm, 
low gear 

Rotary snow plow engine 

Caterpillar Model D-:-337F 

102 in. 
52 in. 
66 in . 
52 in. 

260 
200 

390 

300 

Horsepower @ 2000 rpm 310 

Tractor 

Caterpillar Model D-6, 
74". gauge 
Track width 
Track length 

Tracto.r 

26 in. 
160 in. 

Caterpillar. Model D-8 w/hydraulic blade, low ground 
pressur,e tracks (54 11 width), weight - 75, 000 lb. 
Avg unit ground pressure 4. 5 psi 

Plow, snow, rotary, Peter Snow Miller 

. Type - DHR - 1 - 230· 

W ei.ght - 36, 000 lb 
Width of cut- 8 ft 10 in. 
Engine - General Motors Diesel 
HP@ 1800 rpm- 230 
Tracks hydraulically driven 
Track bearing pres sure - 7. 1 psi 
Working speed .... 0-2. 5 mph· 
Milling drum speed 225, 260, 305 rpm 

Snow Packer, Model T-5 

Total weight - Z9, 000 lb 
Width of processing cut - 7 ft 
Depth of processing cut - 3 ft 
Towing speed 22 to 130 ft/ min 

·Burner output 20 million Btu/hr 
Fuel consumption (d~esel fuel) 160 gal/hr 




